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Chemicalmodifications toDNA and histone proteins form a complex regulatory network that
modulates chromatin structure and genome function. The epigenome refers to the complete
description of these potentially heritable changes across the genome. The composition of
the epigenomewithin a given cell is a function of genetic determinants, lineage, and environ-
ment. With the sequencing of the human genome completed, investigators now seek a
comprehensive view of the epigenetic changes that determine how genetic information is
made manifest across an incredibly varied background of developmental stages, tissue
types, and disease states. Here we review current research efforts, with an emphasis on
large-scale studies, emerging technologies, and challenges ahead.Introduction
The sequencing of the human genome is now essentially
complete (Lander et al., 2001; McPherson et al., 2001).
Yet, the primary sequence is only a foundation for under-
standing how the genetic program is read. Superimposed
upon the DNA sequence is a layer of heritable ‘‘epige-
netic’’ information that we have only just begun to read
and appreciate. This epigenetic information is stored as
chemical modifications to cytosine bases and to the his-
tone proteins that package the genome. By regulating
chromatin structure and DNA accessibility, these chemi-
cal changes influence how the genome is made manifest
across a diverse array of developmental stages, tissue
types, and disease states (Bird, 2002; Goll and Bestor,
2005; Margueron et al., 2005).
The past few years have seen remarkable progress in
our ability to characterize epigenetic modifications at
a global scale, and some enlightening patterns have
begun to emerge. In this review, we discuss large-scale
studies of cytosine methylation and histone modifications
in mammalian cells. These investigations have revealed
diverse epigenetic controls ranging from hypermethylated
DNA at promoters of silenced tumor suppressor genes to
broad domains of modified histones at developmental
loci (see also the Review by P.A. Jones and S.B. Baylin,
page 683 of this issue; and the Review by M.A. Surani
et al., page 747 of this issue). This review emphasizes
both fundamental biological insights as well as the tech-
nologies that have enabled these studies. We conclude
with a look forward at the technological and organiza-
tional challenges that must be addressed to achieve
a ‘‘whole-genome’’ understanding of the epigenetic
mechanisms that regulate normal physiology and human
disease.Epigenetic Modifications in Mammalian Genomes
Epigenetic modifications fall into two main categories:
DNA methylation and histone modifications. In verte-
brates, DNA methylation occurs almost exclusively in the
context of CpG dinucleotides, and most CpGs in the
genome are methylated (Bird, 2002; Goll and Bestor,
2005). Non-CpG methylation (CNG and CNN) has an
established functional role in plants (Chan et al., 2005)
and might also act in mammals. It has been observed at
a low frequency in the early mouse embryo (Haines
et al., 2001) and embryonic stem (ES) cells, but is sig-
nificantly decreased in somatic tissues (Ramsahoye
et al., 2000). A recent study implicated CpA methylation
as means for allelic exclusion in sensory neurons (Lomvar-
das et al., 2006). If non-CpG methylation plays a functional
role in vertebrate genomes, it is important to note that only
some of the approaches described here can detect this
modification.
The core histones that make up the nucleosome are sub-
ject to more than 100 different posttranslational modifica-
tions, including acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation,
and ubiquitination (see also the Review by T. Kouzarides,
page 693 of this issue). These occur primarily at specific
positions within the amino-terminal histone tails. Although
the vast majority of these modifications remain poorly un-
derstood, recent years have seen considerable progress in
the understanding of lysine acetylation and methylation.
Whereas lysine acetylation almost always correlates with
chromatin accessibility and transcriptional activity, lysine
methylation can have different effects depending on which
residue is modified (Figure 1). Methylation of histone H3 ly-
sine 4 (H3K4) and H3 lysine 36 is associated with tran-
scribed chromatin. In contrast, methylation of H3 lysine 9
(H3K9), H3 lysine 27 (H3K27), and H4 lysine 20 (H4K20)Cell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 669
Figure 1. Cytosine and Histone Methyla-
tion
Cytosine methylation is the only known
covalent modification of DNA in mammals. In
contrast, histones are subject to hundreds of
modifications, including acetylation, methyla-
tion, phosphorylation, and ubiquitination. (A)
illustrates the structures and effects of cytosine
methylation (repressive/red) and two histone
marks: H3K27 methylation (repressive/red)
and H3K4 methylation (activating/green). (B)
illustrates the diversity of histone H3 modifica-
tions.generally correlate with repression. Distinct histone modi-
fications can influence each other and may also interact
with DNA methylation, in part through the activities of pro-
tein complexes that bind modified histones or methylated
cytosines (Figure 2) (see also the Review by B. Li et al.,
page 707 of this issue).
The effect of lysine acetylation reflects, in part, neutral-
ization of the charge interaction between the DNA
backbone and the histone tails. However, histone modifi-
cations also function to recruit other enzymes to specific
regions of the genome. Acetylated lysines are recognized
by bromodomains within nucleosome remodeling com-
plexes. An interaction between methylated H3K4 and
the Chd1 chromodomain appears to recruit activating
complexes to chromatin (Pray-Grant et al., 2005; Sims
et al., 2005). In contrast, methylated H3K9 and H3K27
are bound by HP1 and Polycomb, respectively, which me-
diate chromatin compaction (Margueron et al., 2005). A
given lysine can have up to three methyl groups, and
this ‘‘methyl state’’ can influence chromodomain binding.
Polycomb preferentially interacts with trimethylated
H3K27, while HP1 shows preference for both di- and tri-
methylated H3K9 (Fischle et al., 2003).
Epigenetic Inheritance
Chemical modifications to histone proteins and cytosine
bases provide heritable epigenetic information that is not
encoded in the nucleotide sequence. Cytosine methyla-
tion patterns are clearly propagated through cell division.
Their preservation involves the ‘‘maintenance’’ methyl-
transferase Dnmt1, which has specificity for hemi-methyl-
ated CpG dinucleotides; the enzyme thus can methylate
CpGs in a newly synthesized DNA strand based on670 Cell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.the presence of methylation in the CpG dinucleotide in
the complementary template strand (Bird, 2002; Goll and
Bestor, 2005).
A subset of histone modifications also appears to show
epigenetic inheritance. In yeast (which lack DNA methyla-
tion), interactions between hypoacetylated histones and
SIR proteins (S. cerevisiae) or between H3K9 methylated
histones and the Swi6 chromodomain (S. pombe) main-
tain the heterochromatic state through cell division
(Grewal and Moazed, 2003). The latter situation appears
to involve a positive feedback mechanism in which (1)
H3K9 methylation recruits Swi6 via its chromodomain;
(2) Swi6 in turn recruits the H3K9 methyltransferase Clr4;
and (3) Clr4 in turn modifies H3K9 on other histones in
the vicinity. Because histones segregate randomly during
cell division, each daughter chromosome should inherit
some modified histones (provided the modified region is
sufficiently large); the modification state could then
‘‘spread’’ locally to newly deposited histones. Indeed,
multiple protein complexes in chromatin have comple-
mentary binding and modifying activities and may thus
contribute to the epigenetic maintenance of histone mod-
ification patterns (see also the Review by A. Groth et al.,
page 721 of this issue).
In addition, compelling evidence supports the heritabil-
ity of specific histone modifications in multicellular organ-
isms. In particular, H3K27 and H3K4 methylation are
catalyzed by Polycomb-group (PcG) and trithorax-group
(trxG) protein complexes, which mediate mitotic inheri-
tance of lineage-specific gene expression patterns
(Ringrose and Paro, 2004; see also the Review by
B. Schuettengruber et al., page 735 of this issue). PcG
Figure 2. The Epigenome Is a Complete Description of ‘‘Heritable’’ Modifications to DNA and Histone Proteins as They Occur
across the Genome
(A) The epigenome’s makeup within a given cell is a function of genetic determinants, lineage-specific cues, and environment. The different chemical
changes interact to form a complex regulatory network that modulates chromatin structure and genome function (Margueron et al., 2005).
(B) Several lines of evidence suggest that the epigenome of pluripotent embryonic stem cells is uniquely plastic (Meshorer et al., 2006; Vire et al., 2006;
and references in text).proteins dissociate from chromosomes during mitosis,
raising the question of how they maintain this information.
A physical interaction between PcG complexes and meth-
ylated histones retained within the chromatin could direct
them back to their target sites after cell division. Still, the
details of this intriguing model remain elusive and, further-
more, the extent to which other modifications are heritable
remains enigmatic. Models of inheritance are further ob-
scured by replication-independent histone deposition
and by the potentially significant role of histone variants
(Henikoff et al., 2004). Nevertheless, the term epigenome
is used loosely to refer to cytosine methylation and the
full repertoire of histone modifications, with the expecta-
tion that only a subset of the latter modifications will
have epigenetic inheritance.
A Dynamic Landscape of Cytosine Methylation
DNA Methylation in Development and Disease
Mammalian DNA methylation has been implicated in a di-
verse range of cellular functions and pathologies, including
tissue-specific gene expression, cell differentiation, geno-
mic imprinting, X chromosome inactivation, regulation of
chromatin structure, carcinogenesis, and aging (Bird,
2002). It is essential for normal development (Li et al.,
1992; Okano et al., 1999) and remains indispensable for
the survival of differentiated cells (Jackson-Grusby et al.,
2001). Mechanistically, a methylated cytosine base can
function to promote or preclude recruitment of regulatory
proteins. In the former case, the methyl mark can be read
through a family of methyl-CpG binding proteins thought
to mediate transcriptional repression through interactions
with histone deacetylases (reviewed in Bird, 2002). Alter-natively, the methyl mark can exclude DNA binding pro-
teins from their target sites, as has been shown for CTCF
binding at the H19 locus (Hark et al., 2000).
DNA methylation patterns are dynamic in development
and disease. In early mammalian development the pater-
nal genome is actively demethylated shortly after prot-
amine-histone exchange in the male pronucleus. The
maternal genome subsequently becomes demethylated,
presumably through a passive DNA replication mechanism
(Reik et al., 2001; Santos et al., 2002). Genomewide
methylation levels increase rapidly in the blastocyst,
establishing a differential pattern between the cells of the
ICM and those of the trophectoderm, and ultimately result-
ing in the formation of methylation patterns found in the
adult. In addition to the coordinated changes during
normal development, the DNA methylome undergoes
characteristic changes in pathologies such as cancer.
These include genomewide loss of methylation and aber-
rant local gain of methylation. In particular, tumor suppres-
sor gene promoters are targets of hypermethylation, which
typically results in their silencing (Jones and Baylin, 2002).
An even more central and early role for epigenetic changes
in tumor development has recently been proposed. This
model suggests that cancer may evolve from a population
of nonneoplastic, polyclonal, epigenetically disrupted
stem/progenitor cells, potentially with additional genetic
lesions (Feinberg et al., 2006; see also the Review by
P.A. Jones and S.B. Baylin, page 683 of this issue).
CpG Islands
CpGs tend to cluster in regions, termed CpG islands, that
are characterized by high (G+C) and CpG content (Bird,
2002). CpG islands cover about 0.7% of the humanCell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 671
genome (depending on the precise definition), but contain
7% of the CpG dinucleotides (Fazzari and Greally, 2004;
Lander et al., 2001). The enrichment of CpG dinucleotides
in these regions suggests that they are unmethylated, at
least in the germ line, and thus evade the high divergence
rate for methylated CpGs. This divergence is due to the
fact that the mismatch repair system can accurately rec-
ognize and correct the deamination product of cytosine
bases (uracil), but not the deamination product of methyl-
cytosine (thymine). About 60% of human gene promoters
are associated with CpG islands. Although it has been
suggested that most CpG islands are always unmethy-
lated, a subset have been shown to be subject to tissue-
specific methylation during development (Bird, 2002;
Strichman-Almashanu et al., 2002). A computational anal-
ysis of CpG occurrences and restriction site distributions
in mammalian genomes suggested further that a substan-
tial proportion of CpG islands become methylated in
differentiated tissues (Fazzari and Greally, 2004). This
view is supported by recent experimental studies of the
DNA methylome (see below). In addition, a significant
fraction of CpG dinucleotides reside within repetitive
elements, but these are heavily methylated in somatic
tissues.
Various authors have proposed specific definitions of
CpG islands based on sequence features, although it is
important to remember that these computational criteria
are not a perfect predictor of the methylation status. The
original criteria defined CpG islands as regions of at least
200 bases with a (G+C)-content of at least 50% and a ratio
of observed CpG frequency to expected CpG frequency
of at least 0.6 (Gardiner-Garden and Frommer, 1987). A
more refined definition, the Takai-Jones criteria, provides
a better association with 50 regions of genes and excludes
most Alu repeats (Takai and Jones, 2002). Computational
definitions of CpG islands are somewhat arbitrary and
thus exclude many 50 regions with only a limited number
CpGs. Many promoters that lack strictly defined CpG
islands have nonetheless been shown to have tissue-
specific methylation patterns that strongly correlate with
transcriptional activity. For example, the methylation sta-
tus of the Oct-4 and Nanog promoters correlates well
with expression, though neither contains an annotated
CpG island (Blelloch et al., 2006; Hattori et al., 2004). Con-
versely, tissue-specific demethylation is associated with
transcriptional activation of IL2 and Sry (Bruniquel and
Schwartz, 2003; Nishino et al., 2004). The functional rele-
vance of such regions awaits further study. In the end, the
best definition of CpG islands will be based not on compu-
tational prediction, but on direct experimental evaluation
of methylation status.
Studying the DNA Methylome
There are a number of techniques for studying cytosine
methylation at specific loci, several of which have been
adapted for large-scale analyses. Beck and colleagues
have undertaken an ambitious collaborative study of cyto-
sine methylation within CpG islands and non-CpG islands
in normal and diseased tissues. The group is using672 Cell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.‘‘bisulfite sequencing’’ as a gold standard approach.
DNA is treated with sodium bisulfite to convert unmethy-
lated cytosines to uracils and then subjected to conven-
tional DNA sequencing; unmethylated cytosines will be
read as thymine, while methylated cytosines will be read
as cytosine. Initial studies focused on the human MHC lo-
cus (Rakyan et al., 2004), but a recent scale-up analyzed
the methylation status of about 40,000 CpGs on chromo-
somes 6, 20, and 22 in various tissues (Eckhardt et al.,
2006). In both studies the majority of analyzed loci showed
a bimodal methylation distribution profile (either hyperme-
thylated or hypomethylated). Only a small fraction (9.2%)
of the 511 CpG islands was found to be methylated. In
contrast, almost 50% of non-CpG islands containing 50
UTRs were hypermethylated. The group extrapolated
from a subset of amplicons that about 70% may have con-
served methylation profiles between mouse and human.
Though highly accurate, this gold standard sequencing
approach is not readily scalable—at least, not with the
current generation of DNA sequencing technology.
Hence, several groups have used a variety of other ap-
proaches to generate large-scale cytosine methylation
datasets in recent years. These typically involve fraction-
ation of methylated and unmethylated portions of the ge-
nome by methyl-sensitive restriction or antibodies, fol-
lowed by microarray- or sequencing-based analysis (see
the Emerging Technologies subsection).
The overall aims of these studies were to compare either
different cell types (Bibikova et al., 2006; Ching et al.,
2005; Khulan et al., 2006; Rollins et al., 2006; Strichman-
Almashanu et al., 2002; Yamada et al., 2004) or normal
and tumor samples (Hu et al., 2005; Keshet et al., 2006;
Weber et al., 2005; Weisenberger et al., 2006). Bibikova
et al. identified characteristic epigenetic profiles for ES
cells and differentiated cells. Moreover, they found that
the average methylation level of the analyzed CpGs
(selected from 50 regions of 371 genes) was about 35%.
Similarly, Yamada et al. showed that a significant fraction
of CpG islands on chromosome 21 is methylated in a vari-
ety of tissues, including 31/149 in peripheral blood cells.
The occurrence of CpG island methylation in these studies
is higher than reported in the study by Eckhardt et al.
(2006). Therefore, more detailed and genomewide analy-
ses are required to determine the full extent of CpG island
methylation. Several groups observed distinct epigenetic
signatures associated with specific tumors. For instance,
Keshet et al. could detect de novo methylation at 135 pro-
moters (of which 127 contain CpG islands) when compar-
ing a colon cancer cell line with normal colon. These inves-
tigators found that tumor-specific methylated genes fall
into distinct functional classes and tend to cluster along
chromosomes. Hu et al. found that DNA methylation pat-
terns in breast carcinoma varied markedly with tumor
stage and type. Weisenberger et al. used a multiplexed
PCR-based approach to distinguish a subset of colorectal
tumors with high frequencies of CpG island methylation.
Though each of the studies only touched upon the vast
landscape of cytosine methylation, they are nonetheless
highly informative and support and justify more compre-
hensive and coordinated epigenome studies.
Global Insights into Histone Biology
Methods for Large-Scale Analysis
of Histone Modifications
The past several years have also brought considerable
progress in the development of large-scale tools for ana-
lyzing histone modifications. These tools rely heavily on
a procedure called chromatin immunoprecipitation (chro-
matin IP or ChIP) in which chromatin is immunoprecipi-
tated with antibody against a transcription factor, a chro-
matin-associated protein, or a modified histone. PCR can
then be used to query for the presence or absence (or rel-
ative enrichment) of a predefined sequence in the chroma-
tin IP DNA. Alternatively, a panel of primers can be used to
interrogate a given locus.
Far more extensive analyses can be achieved using mi-
croarrays (ChIP-on-chip) or by sequencing the chromatin
IP DNA. Tiling oligonucleotide arrays that cover the entire
nonrepetitive portions of the human and mouse genomes
are now available from several sources. These are not re-
stricted to currently annotated genes but may detect epi-
genetic changes associated with uncharacterized tran-
scriptional units or regulatory elements. Moreover, they
generate continuous data along chromosomes and can
thus define the extents and boundaries of genomic re-
gions with modified histones. The ChIP-on-chip assay
can in principle be applied to any histone modification
for which an effective antibody is available, though in prac-
tice data quality is highly dependent on which modification
is being analyzed and the efficiency of the antibody pull-
down. Sequencing technologies are advancing rapidly
and hold great promise for epigenome study. However,
a very large number of sequencing reads are required
for sufficient coverage of a mammalian genome (see
Emerging Technologies subsection).
Landscape of Activating Histone Modifications
Systematic studies of chromatin modifications have
revealed a complex landscape including punctate sites
of modified histones at transcription start sites, distal
regulatory elements and conserved sequences, and
broad domains at gene clusters and developmental
loci. Initial small-scale studies of the murine b-globin lo-
cus revealed acetylated histones associated with globin
gene promoters, the locus control region, and extended
subdomains in a tissue-specific and developmentally
regulated fashion (Bulger et al., 2003; Forsberg et al.,
2000). Roh and colleagues used a sequencing method
to map histone H3 acetylation in human T cells (Roh
et al., 2005). They identified nearly 50,000 acetylated
sites in the human genome that correlate with active
transcription start sites and CpG islands and tend to
cluster within gene-rich loci. Nearly half of the acetylated
sites were intergenic, frequently colocalizing with known
T cell regulatory elements, DNase hypersensitive sites,
and other sequences showing strong evolutionary con-
servation between human and mouse. The authors alsocompared acetylation patterns in resting and activated
T cells and found roughly 4000 sites unique to the acti-
vated cells.
In parallel studies, ChIP-on-chip analysis was used to
map H3 acetylation and H3K4 methylation in cultured
human and mouse cells. High-resolution tiling oligonucle-
otide arrays were used to interrogate either all active pro-
moters (Kim et al., 2005) or the nonrepetitive portions of
human chromosomes 21 and 22 plus several orthologous
human and mouse loci (Bernstein et al., 2005). Many of the
findings were consistent with the sequencing analysis,
with modified histones mapping to transcription start sites
and putative regulatory elements in a cell-type-specific
manner. Patterns of H3 acetylation and H3K4 trimethyla-
tion were nearly identical. Global studies in yeast and flies
have also demonstrated colocalization of various activat-
ing histone modifications (Liu et al., 2005; Pokholok et al.,
2005; Schubeler et al., 2004). These findings suggest that
multiple active histone modifications combine redun-
dantly to ensure robust chromatin regulation (Schreiber
and Bernstein, 2002). However, the extent to which other
histone modifications may contribute to greater functional
complexity in chromatin [also referred to as the ‘‘histone
code’’ (Jenuwein and Allis, 2001)] remains unclear, in
part due to a lack of data on their global distributions.
Notably, a significant proportion of sites enriched for
activating modifications do not coincide with conserved
genomic sequence. Nevertheless, two lines of evidence
suggest these sites may also be functional. First, a com-
parison of H3K4 methylation at orthologous loci in analo-
gous human and mouse cells (primary fibroblasts from
lung) revealed striking conservation of methylation pat-
terns, even in regions where the underlying sequence is
only modestly conserved (Bernstein et al., 2005). Second,
a sequence element underlying an acetylated site in T cells
that did not show an unusual degree of sequence conser-
vation was nonetheless found to function effectively as an
enhancer in a reporter assay (Roh et al., 2005). These
findings illustrate the potential of epigenomic analysis to
identify novel regulatory elements that may not be readily
discernable through comparative genomics.
Genomewide Targets of PcG Complexes
PcG proteins play essential roles in development and in
the epigenetic maintenance of lineage-specific gene re-
pression (Ringrose and Paro, 2004; see also the Review
by B. Schuettengruber et al., page 735 of this issue).
They are required for ES cell pluripotency and are mark-
edly downregulated upon differentiation (Valk-Lingbeek
et al., 2004). Polycomb repressive complex 2 (PRC2) cat-
alyzes H3K27 methylation, while PRC1 binds methylated
H3K27 and mediates chromatin compaction (Margueron
et al., 2005; Ringrose and Paro, 2004). Several recent
studies applied ChIP-on-chip analysis to identify regula-
tory targets of PcG complexes. Young and colleagues
used genomewide tiling arrays to map PRC2 binding in
human ES cells (Lee et al., 2006). They identified more
than 1000 gene targets, most of which were also enriched
for H3K27 trimethylation. These include a large number ofCell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 673
genes encoding developmental regulators such as ho-
meobox transcription factors and key signaling proteins.
This work was complemented by a parallel study from
Jaenisch and colleagues that used promoter arrays to
map PRC2 and PRC1 binding in murine ES cells and
also identified a large number of developmentally impor-
tant gene targets (Boyer et al., 2006). The targets are
largely transcriptionally silent in ES cells, but many were
activated in ES cells lacking a critical PRC2 component.
Farnham and colleagues used ChIP-on-chip analysis to
examine PRC2 localization in embryonal carcinoma cells
and several tumor lines (Squazzo et al., 2006). Identified
targets included transcriptionally silenced genes encod-
ing developmentally important transcription factors, as
well as glycoproteins and immunoglobulin receptors.
These investigators also found a strong association be-
tween PRC2 binding and H3K27 trimethylation, but impor-
tantly, ruled out concomitant trimethylation of H3K9 (at
least in the embryonal carcinoma cells). An unexpected
global correlation was observed between H3K9 trimethy-
lation and RNA polymerase II occupancy. Although H3K9
methylation has a clear role in heterochromatin formation,
this result is consistent with a prior study that observed
H3K9 trimethylation and HP1g binding within a number
of actively transcribed regions (Vakoc et al., 2005).
Helin and colleagues examined PRC2 and PRC1 bind-
ing in mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Bracken et al.,
2006). These researchers found that both complexes co-
localize along with H3K27 trimethylation to around 1000
genes, many with developmental functions. They showed
that a common subset of the genes is de-repressed by
siRNA-mediated knockdown of components of either
complex, suggestive of a functional link between PRC2-
mediated histone methylation and PRC1-mediated chro-
matin compaction in gene silencing.
Chromatin Domains and Cellular Memory
A common theme of the PcG complex studies is that bind-
ing and associated H3K27 methylation often involves ex-
pansive genomic regions. This was nicely illustrated by
the genomewide tiling array analysis of PRC2, which
showed that binding at developmental regulator genes ex-
tends 2 to 35 kb from the promoters, while binding at other
genes occurs in a more punctate fashion (Lee et al., 2006).
These ‘‘repressive’’ domains at developmental regulator
genes are comparable in size to ‘‘activating’’ domains of
H3K4 methylation previously identified in the Hox clusters
(Bernstein et al., 2005). Notably, these activating domains
are also occupied by the trxG protein MLL1 (Guenther
et al., 2005). Subsequent studies have shown that devel-
opmental regulator genes in differentiated cells are fre-
quently associated with broad domains enriched for either
trimethylated H3K27 or trimethylated H3K4 (Bernstein
et al., 2006). The domains are highly cell-type-specific,
with H3K27 domains marking genes repressed in a given
lineage, and H3K4 domains marking active ones. Similarly
expansive regions of chromatin modification also affect
other highly regulated loci in mammalian genomes (Mors-
head et al., 2003; Szutorisz et al., 2005).674 Cell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.Chromatin domains could theoretically provide a robust
epigenetic memory to maintain expression or repression
of critical lineage-specifying genes. While punctate modi-
fication sites of just a few adjacent histones could easily
be lost during mitosis when histones segregate randomly
to the daughter strands, large domains with significant
numbers of modified histones would likely be inherited
by both daughter strands and could promote similar mod-
ification of newly deposited histones (Henikoff et al.,
2004). The epigenome studies presented above support
a central role for chromatin domains with PcG or trxG pro-
teins in the epigenetic control of developmental regulator
genes. Notably, this paradigm appears well conserved in
the fruit fly D. melanogaster, which has been the subject
of many seminal observations on PcG function in
metazoan development. In particular, recent studies
have revealed that PcG complexes bind across similarly
expansive regions that also encode transcription factors
(Negre et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2006; Tolhuis et al.,
2006).
Epigenetic Mechanisms of Genome Plasticity
The studies described above thus reveal a central role for
domains of PcG complexes in the repression of develop-
mental regulator genes in both differentiated cells and un-
differentiated ES cells. However, several lines of evidence
suggest that the domains in ES cells have an unusual
structure and plasticity that may contribute to pluripo-
tency. For example, ChIP-on-chip analysis revealed that
large H3K27 trimethylated regions in murine ES cells fre-
quently overlap smaller H3K4 methylated sites (Bernstein
et al., 2006). Sequential chromatin IP assays confirmed
that these opposing modifications coexist at the same
locus on the same chromosome. These regions, termed
‘‘bivalent domains,’’ overlay developmental regulator
genes that are largely silent in ES cells. Fisher and col-
leagues have also reported colocalization of these oppos-
ing histone modifications specifically in pluripotent cells
(Azuara et al., 2006). Notably, these researchers found
that the bivalent regions adopt an open structure, as
judged by their early replication status, which is atypical
of PcG-associated chromatin.
Hence, although they are associated with gene repres-
sion, H3K27 methylated domains in ES cells retain H3K4
methylation and other characteristics of active chromatin.
There is an interesting analogy here to early fly develop-
ment. Prior studies have shown that the bithorax locus is
co-occupied by PcG and trxG proteins, with the latter be-
ing essential for subsequent gene induction (Orlando
et al., 1998; Ringrose and Paro, 2004). By analogy, trxG
proteins and H3K4 methylation within bivalent domains
may keep developmental regulator genes poised for in-
duction in ES cells.
A key issue remains whether bivalent chromatin is
unique to ES cells (Figure 2). Limited studies in multipotent
neural and hematopoietic cells did not reveal evidence of
bivalent domains (Azuara et al., 2006; Bernstein et al.,
2006). However, a recent ChIP-sequencing study by
Zhao and colleagues suggested that some promoters
Table 1. Genome to Epigenome
Genetic Feature Epigenetic Feature





CpG islands DNA methylation-free Strong Moderate Genomic principles suggest CpG islands
methylation-free, yet some are methylated
in differentiated cells




H3K27 methylation Strong Moderate In differentiated cells, some transposon-free
regions lose H3K27 methylation, while
other regions gain this mark
Conserved noncoding
elements
H3K27 methylation Variable Variable Domains of PcG proteins and H3K27
methylation coincide with clusters of
highly conserved noncoding elements
Repetitive elements DNA methylation Strong Strong Repetitive elements silenced by DNA
methylation
Repetitive elements H3K9, H3K27,
H4K20 methylation
Variable Variable Dependent on repeat class and
developmental stage
Correlations between genetic and epigenetic features are shown for pluripotent ES cells and differentiated cells. The correlations
tend to be more significant in ES cells, suggesting a potentially important role for DNA sequence in defining the newly reprog-
rammed epigenome (see text for references).in primary human T cells may exhibit both H3K27
and H3K4 methylation (Roh et al., 2006). In particular,
the HOXB7 promoter showed robust consecutive enrich-
ments in a sequential chromatin IP. The authors draw an
analogy to the proposed role of bivalent chromatin in ES
cells and suggest that a similar mechanism may prime
the dynamic gene expression changes that occur in T cells
upon antigen recognition (Roh et al., 2006). It remains un-
clear whether the ‘‘bivalent promoters’’ defined by Roh
and colleagues are equivalent to the structures observed
in ES cells or represent a different kind of structure. It
should also be noted that the T cell study used a relatively
permissive threshold for declaring H3K27 and H3K4
methylated promoters. Further studies and improved
analysis tools are needed to define the roles of bivalent
histone modifications and other aspects of chromatin
plasticity in pluripotency, multipotency, and cell fate deci-
sions during development.
The Relationship between Genome and Epigenome
The Newly Reprogrammed Epigenetic State
Germ cell development and early embryogenesis both
involve genomewide epigenetic reprogramming that is
intimately tied to changes in the developmental potency
(Mager and Bartolomei, 2005; Reik et al., 2001). Current
technologies are unable to study the epigenome during re-
programming as they require too many cells. However,
pluripotent ES cells, derived from the inner cell mass
where remethylation begins in early development, are rep-
resentative of the newly reprogrammed state.
The role of DNA sequence in defining the ES cell epige-
nome is likely to be significant. Accordingly, striking asso-ciations have been identified between specific genomic
features and histone methylation patterns in ES cells.
H3K4 methylation coincides to a remarkable extent with
CpG islands (Bernstein et al., 2006). This association
may reflect a causal relationship inasmuch as trxG com-
plexes that catalyze H3K4 methylation contain domains
that bind unmethylated CpG dinucleotides (Birke et al.,
2002; Lee and Skalnik, 2005). The correlation is much
weaker in differentiated cells, largely due to loss of H3K4
methylation at a subset of CpG islands (Table 1).
H3K27 methylation in ES cells correlates with a distinct
genomic feature that has only recently been appreciated:
large regions that are strongly depleted, or free, of trans-
posable elements (Bernstein et al., 2006; Simons et al.,
2006). Most transcription start sites with H3K27 methyl-
ated domains coincide with regions of more than 10 kb
with little or no identifiable transposon-derived sequence.
There could be a paucity of transposons because transpo-
sition is incompatible with the chromatin structures or
because transposon insertion near developmental genes
is subject to strong negative selection. Alternatively, trans-
posons could interfere with the spreading of H3K27 meth-
ylation, once this modification is initiated through other
mechanisms. Notably, the gypsy transposable element
in D. melanogaster insulates against Polycomb-mediated
repression and can halt the spreading of H3K27 methyla-
tion (Kahn et al., 2006; Mallin et al., 1998; Sigrist and
Pirrotta, 1997).
Highly conserved noncoding sequence elements in
mammalian genomes may also play a role in defining the
epigenome. These elements are prevalent within regions
that are PRC2 bound and H3K27 methylated in ES cellsCell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 675
(Bernstein et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2006). A subset could
function in PRC2 recruitment in a way analogous to the
Polycomb response elements in flies (Ringrose and
Paro, 2004). However, highly conserved elements in mam-
mals are distributed across vast genomic regions much
larger than the chromatin domains, and thus are likely to
have additional functions (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2005;
Woolfe et al., 2005). Potential examples include a role in
higher-order genome organization or other long-range
epigenetic silencing phenomena. Notably, Clark and col-
leagues recently identified a 4 MB band of human chromo-
some 2q.14.2, replete with conserved elements, that is
subject to widespread silencing by DNA methylation in co-
lorectal cancers (Frigola et al., 2006).
Repetitive Elements
Close to 50% of the human genome consists of transpos-
able elements and other repetitive DNA. The functions of
these sequences remain poorly understood, and they
may play significant roles in global epigenetic control.
Transposon-derived DNA sequence is typically highly
methylated in somatic tissues (Bird, 2002).
Repetitive sequences in the genome are also associ-
ated with characteristic histone modifications. Tandem
satellite repeats are found within centric and pericentric
heterochromatin, marked by H3K9 and H4K20 trimethyl-
ation. A detailed study by Jenuwein and colleagues re-
vealed that LINEs, SINEs, and other interspersed repeats
have variable degrees of H3K9, H3K27, and H4K20 meth-
ylation (Martens et al., 2005). Even within a given repeat
class, modification status appeared to depend on the cel-
lular differentiation state. Most array studies ignore repet-
itive sequence, for the technical reason that they cross-
hybridize to one another. However, a tiling array analysis
of A. thaliana chromatin suggested that H3K9 methylation
may spread from tandem repeats and epigenetically
silence nearby genes (Lippman et al., 2004). Another array
study found that the H3K9 methyl-interacting protein HP1
associates with repeat-dense regions of the D. melano-
gaster genome (de Wit et al., 2005).
Predicting Cytosine Methylation
from DNA Sequences
CpG islands are generally assumed to be unmethylated in
the germ line (except imprinted loci). However, several
groups have attempted to predict cytosine methylation
patterns in differentiated cells based on DNA sequence.
Bock and colleagues sought to discriminate CpG islands
that are prone to methylation in human lymphocytes
from those that remain unmethylated (Bock et al., 2006).
They found that CpG islands that remain unmethylated
are particularly GC- and CpG-rich. Conversely, islands
that are prone to methylation in the lymphocytes are
enriched for segmental duplications, tandem repeats,
and sequences with multiple self-alignments. Das and
colleagues attempted to identify general sequence
predictors of DNA methylation in brain tissue (Das et al.,
2006). As expected, they found that unmethylated se-
quences are enriched for CpG islands, and depleted of
Alu elements. These investigators also identified short se-676 Cell 128, 669–681, February 23, 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.quence motifs that help discriminate between methylated
and unmethylated DNA fractions from brain tissue, though
their functional significance remains unclear.
Emerging Technologies in Epigenome Research
Cytosine Methylation
An increasing number of techniques to detect and com-
pare DNA methylation on a larger scale have been re-
ported in the past years. Most are derived from previously
established techniques that have been combined with
either microarrays or high-throughput sequencing tech-
nology. For example, methylated or unmethylated DNA
fractions can be enriched by digesting DNA samples
with methylation-sensitive (or methylation-dependent)
restriction enzymes (MSREs), and then analyzed by
array-hybridization or sequencing (Lippman et al., 2004;
Rollins et al., 2006; Strichman-Almashanu et al., 2002;
Yamada et al., 2004).
A limitation of MSRE-based methods is that, while they
discriminate for or against methylation at the recognition
site of the particular enzyme used, they cannot directly re-
veal the methylation status of cytosines or CpG dinucleo-
tides outside the restriction site. An alternative approach
for distinguishing methylated and unmethylated fractions
involves immunoprecipitation with a methylcytosine anti-
body (Keshet et al., 2006; Weber et al., 2005). Ecker and
colleagues recently combined this method with a whole-
genome A. thaliana tiling array in the first complete high-
resolution analysis of a DNA methylome (Zhang et al.,
2006). This technique is theoretically less biased in that
it can detect any methylated site. However, it depends
on the specificity of the antibody, and resolution is limited
by the size of the immunoprecipitated DNA fragments and
by the coverage of the microarrays.
The most precise way to map methylcytosines is to use
bisulfite sequencing, as described above, which provides
information at the nucleotide level. Although highly infor-
mative in the largest such study to date (Eckhardt et al.,
2006), the scaling of this method is challenging because
it involves so much locus-specific amplification. An alter-
native approach is simply to perform ‘‘shotgun sequenc-
ing’’ on a sample of bisulfite-treated DNA. The approach
may be applied to the entire genome or a reproducible
subset of the genome—for example, the DNA contained
within restriction fragments of a given size range (termed
reduced representation sequencing). In a small pilot
study, a number of key facts about bisulfite sequencing
were established: (1) by using an ES cell line deficient for
all active DNA methyltransferases, it could be demon-
strated that near-complete bisulfite conversion (>99.9%)
can be achieved; (2) amplification bias appears minimal;
and (3) the technique readily scales with increasing
sequencing capacity, and is automatable as no locus-
specific primers are needed for PCR or sequencing
(Meissner et al., 2005).
The relative value of specific techniques will depend on
the application—for example, whether the aim is to profile
many samples at distinct loci or to determine the exact
genomewide distribution of all methylcytosines. The latter
will likely involve analyzing many epigenomes at nucleo-
tide resolution, potentially through genomewide bisulfite
sequencing. Although such an undertaking represents
a significant technical challenge, recent advances in bisul-
fite conversion, library generation, and high-throughput
sequencing suggest its ultimate feasibility (Margulies
et al., 2005; Meissner et al., 2005; Rakyan et al., 2004;
Shendure et al., 2005). The apparently bimodal status of
cytosine methylation (Bird, 2002; Rakyan et al., 2004) sug-
gests that even moderate sequencing coverage may be
sufficient for most of the genome. By contrast, deeper
analysis of cytosine methylation patterns across multiple
tissue types will likely be achieved through complemen-
tary approaches that rely on microarrays or other multi-
plexed technologies. It is through the integration of these
distinct but complementary approaches that the land-
scape and dynamics of the DNA methylome will most
clearly be elucidated.
Histone Modifications
Chromatin IP remains the primary method used by
researchers to interrogate the modification status of
histones associated with a specific gene, regulatory
element, or genomic position. Standard chromatin IP
protocols involve treating cells with formaldehyde to
cross-link DNA and nearby proteins, sonicating the chro-
matin to generate fragments just a few nucleosomes in
size, and then immunoprecipitating with antibody against
a particular histone modification.
However, the methodology has a number of limitations.
Efficacy depends on the precise epitope and the quality of
the antibody; better reagents are needed for many spe-
cific epigenetic modifications. Fixation and fragmentation
may introduce biases, and certain modifications may be
‘‘masked’’ by chromatin proteins that bind modified his-
tones. These issues can be partially overcome through
the use of alternate techniques, such as N-ChIP, biotin-
tag affinity purification, or DamID (Mito et al., 2005; O’Neill
and Turner, 2003; van Steensel et al., 2001). The N-ChIP
technique is of particular value for analyzing histone mod-
ifications because it fragments chromatin by micrococcal
nuclease digestion rather than sonication and does not
require cross-linking (O’Neill and Turner, 2003). Biotin-
tag affinity purification has been used to map histone
variants fused to a biotin ligase recognition peptide (Mito
et al., 2005). The technique achieves high specificity by
relying on streptavidin pull-down rather than immunopre-
cipitation. DamID is an alternative method for mapping
chromatin-associated proteins or transcription factors in
which the protein of interest is fused to a DNA adenine
methylase, and its DNA targets identified by restriction
with adenine methylation-sensitive enzymes (van Steen-
sel et al., 2001).
Chromatin IP is scalable for global analysis with micro-
arrays (ChIP-on-chip) or, to an increasing extent, se-
quencing technologies. Oligonucleotide tiling arrays are
of particular value, as they offer high-resolution, compre-
hensive coverage. Limitations of ChIP-on-chip analysis in-clude insensitivity to repetitive elements, susceptibility to
amplification bias, and the fact that many epitopes
currently lack suitable antibody reagents. The technique
also requires millions of cells. Although Turner and
colleagues recently reported a chromatin IP protocol
applicable to significantly fewer cells (O’Neill et al.,
2006), their approach results in modest enrichments and
thus may not scale effectively.
Sequencing-based methods have also been used to
map histone modifications (Roh et al., 2005), although
their use has been limited by the large numbers of reads
required. The approach involves sequencing chromatin
IP DNA and aligning the reads to the genome. The proba-
bility that a given genomic region was enriched in the chro-
matin IP is determined from the number of sequencing
reads that fall within the region. The total number of reads
needed to map a given modification genomewide can be
modeled on a Poisson distribution as a function of both
chromatin IP enrichment and the desired resolution and
accuracy. Consider a modification such as H3K4 trimethyl
that enriches target regions efficiently in a chromatin IP
assay (e.g., 30-fold). Mapping such a modification to the
human genome at a resolution of 500 base pairs and a sen-
sitivity and specificity of 90% would theoretically require
roughly one million reads. However, mapping a modifica-
tion with antibodies that provide less efficient enrichment
(e.g., 10-fold) would require roughly three million reads. In
the latter case, only a small minority of individual reads
would be expected to align to true target regions. Still,
more advanced sequencing technologies with signifi-
cantly greater read capacities have shown promise for
transcription factor mapping (Ng et al., 2006) and have
good potential for epigenome analysis.
Future Perspectives and Challenges
The epigenome studies reviewed here—although informa-
tive, diverse, and impressive in scope—only begin to
describe the immensely complex epigenetic regulatory
network controlling genome function in development
and disease. A more complete understanding of the roles
played by cytosine methylation and the different histone
modifications in normal development and disease will
require further study and, in particular, improved method-
ologies for cell and molecular biology, genomics, and
computation.
One of the most important issues will be reduction of the
number of cells required for histone modification studies.
This would enable epigenetic profiling of limited popula-
tions of stem cells and other primary tissues, as well as
profiling of microdissected tumor samples. Innovative
cell and molecular biology techniques, such as more effi-
cient and faithful amplification procedures, should help in
this regard. In addition, better antibody reagents, includ-
ing monoclonal antibodies, are needed to increase sensi-
tivity, as well as to enable interrogation of additional mod-
ifications and to improve consistency among laboratories.
A second challenge will be to develop better tools for
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with increasingly high probe densities will continue to im-
prove coverage, resolution, and cost-effectiveness of
ChIP-on-chip studies. These platforms are also enabling
high-resolution studies of cytosine methylation through
restriction- and antibody-based assays. Massively paral-
lel sequencing technology is also advancing at a rapid
pace and becoming increasingly attractive for epigenome
analysis. Moreover, various multiplexed technologies
being developed for expression analysis, copy number
measurements, and mutation detections are also likely
to play important roles (Fan et al., 2006).
Finally, computational tools are urgently needed to an-
alyze and integrate the diverse epigenomic data being
generated. Existing tools have largely been adapted
from platforms designed for other problems and are sub-
optimal. It will be important to develop new approaches
that consider the unique attributes of epigenomic data
and can integrate high-resolution data on cytosine meth-
ylation, histone modifications, chromatin domains, and
boundaries across different tissues and developmental
stages. An effective platform will need to incorporate epi-
genomic data in the context of other genomic information
such as RNA expression, DNA copy number, mutations,
and so on.
The studies reviewed here have broken important new
ground, but leave unanswered many central questions re-
garding the global distributions, dynamics, and regulatory
functions of these diverse modifications. These issues are
currently being addressed by many individual laborato-
ries. However, their efforts could benefit from a larger
framework to encourage, coordinate, standardize, and in-
tegrate the various studies and the diverse data that they
are generating. We note recent discussions about an
‘‘epigenome project’’ that would produce draft analyses
of cytosine methylation, key histone modifications and
variants, and chromatin-associated proteins in carefully
chosen cell states (Jones and Martienssen, 2005; Qiu,
2006). Such information could offer critical insights into
the relationships between genotype, phenotype, and envi-
ronment, and serve as a catalyst for future studies of the
epigenetic mechanisms that regulate normal physiology
and human disease. Though complex in execution and in-
terpretation, a concerted effort toward understanding the
epigenome would ultimately be rewarded with a far richer
understanding of how the genetic code is made manifest
across an incredibly varied background of developmental
stages, tissue types, and disease states.
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